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Chapter 1
BOOTROM Configuration
This document introduces the BOOTROM configuration tool, represented by a BOOTROM embedded component of QorIQ
Configuration and Validation Suite (QCVS).
The document also describes how to create a new QorIQ configuration project and configure the BOOTROM component.
NOTE
The BOOTROM component of QCVS is only available for projects created with B, P, or T family of
processors.

This chapter contains the following sections:
• Introduction on page 3
• Using BOOTROM configuration tool on page 5
• Generating code from BOOTROM component on page 12
• BOOTROM component output file types on page 16

1.1 Introduction
The BOOTROM configuration tool helps you in power-on reset (POR) configuration, clocking, and pre-initialization of
P1/P2 and G1 devices, using the signal values from a POR configuration.
The tool also helps you initialize memory content to enable booting from various memory devices. This tool generates an
overview of the current configuration in a readable form as well as the boot ROM configuration data or EEPROM memory
content that can be used for external memory boot configuration.
The BOOTROM component has two parts:
• Power-on reset configuration
• Boot ROM data configuration
The power-on reset configuration setting allows choosing required configuration values of the power-on reset signals for
selected device using a set of properties. Each power-on reset configuration signal has its own property (or set of properties)
named respectively for setting its desired value(s).
The boot ROM data configuration setting allows you to create either configuration data structure for external memory boot
configuration or EEPROM data to be used for an I2C boot sequencer mode. The configuration of data structure or EEPROM
data definition consists of a set of properties under the Control Words and the Configuration Words setting or the I2C
EEPROM Data setting according to the selected output configuration. All these properties are provided in the Component
Inspector view.
This section contains the following subsections:
• Power-on reset configuration on page 3
• Boot ROM data configuration on page 4
• BootSequencer/BootROM vs PBL on page 5

1.1.1 Power-on reset configuration
The power-on reset configuration user interface allows you to specify how the POR signals of the processor should be set.
When you initiate generating Processor Expert code, the tool outputs a set of reports describing how each POR signal should
be set, based on the properties set in the user interface. The reports are in various formats: HTML, XML, and text.
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These reports are only useful if you have a board with dual inline package (DIP) switches that control the POR signals, or if
you are in the process of designing a custom board with a hard-wired POR configuration. In the former case, you can use
the reports to guide you in toggling the DIP switches. In the latter case, you can use the reports to guide you in adding pullup resistors to the board.
Setting the power-on reset configuration properties in the BOOTROM component is not very useful if you have a board without
POR DIP switches and you are not looking to alter the board or design a new one.

1.1.2 Boot ROM data configuration
The boot ROM data configuration user interface allows you to configure how the processor will boot.
The tool provides the following two benefits:
• The boot ROM data configuration helps you configure the processor’s Boot Sequencer. The QorIQ I2C-based Boot
Sequencer allows you to have configuration registers set by the hardware after a power-on reset. The configuration
registers you set are often ones in the processor’s memory mapped register block (CCSR). For example, through CCSR,
you can define LAWs, which connect portions of the physical memory space to specific interfaces, such as DDR or
PCIe. While such a configuration is often done via boot code running on a core, the I2C Boot Sequencer allows you to
configure registers without writing code and for the configuration to happen before the cores even run. This is done by
storing configuration data on an EEPROM connected to the I2C bus and communicating to the processor via POR
signals to initiate the I2C Boot Sequencer on reset.
• The boot ROM data configuration also helps you in planning on booting the processor from code residing on an SD,
SDHC or MMC card, or an EEPROM or flash memory with an eSPI interface. To support these use cases, the
processor’s on-chip ROM memory has boot code with drivers for these external memories. This boot code will:
1. Look for the boot configuration data and code on these specific external memories.
2. Set system configuration registers (usually CCSR) based on your configuration data.
3. Copy your boot code from the external memories into RAM (DDR SDRAM or L2/SRAM).
4. Resume execution from within the boot code.
Using the POR configuration, you can instruct the processor to run its on-chip ROM boot code out of reset and to identify
which external memory interface (eSDHC or eSPI) you have the boot configuration data and code in.
The boot configuration data mentioned above is, at a minimum, a set of address/data pairs set into a specific data structure.
If you are booting from eSDHC or eSPI, the configuration data is followed by your boot code and related parameters. The
parameters guide the processor’s on-chip ROM boot logic in copying your boot code to RAM and running it. These parameters
are your boot code’s source address (on eSDHC or eSPI), destination address (in DDRAM or L2/SRAM), size, and entry
point address.
The format of the boot configuration data is particular to the boot approach. The data structure for the I2C Boot Sequencer
is different than the data structure for an SD(HC), MMC and eSPI boot. Also, the structures are not easy to assemble manually.
By using the BOOTROM component in QCVS, you can enter the boot configuration data semantically through a user friendly
interface without being concerned about the underlying data format. When you initiate Generate Processor Expert Code, the
tool generates a file with the assembled data structure. You then flash or write that data structure to the I2C EEPROM, SD(HC)
card, MMC, or eSPI memory.
The details of booting from external memory and using the I2C Boot Sequencer are lengthy and outside the scope of this
guide. Users will require a deep understanding of these processor features to benefit from the BOOTROM Configuration tool.
Such detail can be found in the reference manual of the SoC. There is also an Application Note (AN3659) that provides much
insight into making use of the on-chip ROM boot code, with examples for running U-Boot and Linux from external memory.
AN3659 is available on Freescale website.
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1.1.3 BootSequencer/BootROM vs PBL
In a QorIQ configuration project, you can use either the BOOTROM component or PBL component.
The pre-boot loader (PBL) hardware block is available in most mid-tier and high-tier QorIQ and Qonverge SoCs as a
replacement and improvement to the I2C BootSequencer and BootROM, for configuring and booting the device after a reset.
Depending on the processor you choose when creating a QorIQ configuration project, either the BOOTROM component or
the PBL component will be available.

1.2 Using BOOTROM configuration tool
You can use the BOOTROM configuration tool to configure the power-on reset signals and create the external memory
boot configuration file or I2C boot sequencer EEPROM data file content, by setting the component properties.
The component properties are available for configuration in the Components items displayed inside the Component
Inspector view after adding the BOOTROM component to the QorIQ configuration project.
To configure BOOTROM, you first need to create a QorIQ configuration project with the BOOTROM configuration tool.
This section contains the following subsections:
• Create a new QorIQ configuration project on page 5
• Configure POR configuration settings on page 7
• Configure boot ROM data on page 10

1.2.1 Create a new QorIQ configuration project
This section explains how to create a new QorIQ configuration project for BOOTROM configuration.
To create a new QorIQ configuration project, follow these steps:
1. Run the Eclipse environment.
2. Choose File > New > QorIQ Configuration Project from the IDE menu bar. The New QorIQ Configuration Project
wizard starts, showing the Create a QorIQ Configuration Project page.
3. Specify a name for your project and click Next. The Devices page appears.
4. Select the required target SoC including its silicon revision, for example, P1021, Rev 1.1. Click Next. The Toolset
selection page appears.
5. Select the BOOTROM Configuration checkbox, as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 1.

Toolset selection page

6. Click Next. The BOOTROM Configuration page appears (shown in the figure below).
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Figure 2.

BOOTROM Configuration page

7. Click Finish. The New QorIQ Configuration Project wizard ends and your project is created.

1.2.2 Configure POR configuration settings
This section explains how to configure the BOOTROM component and its power-on reset configuration options in QCVS.
To configure the BOOTROM component and its power-on reset configuration options, perform these steps:
1. After creating the QorIQ configuration project with the BOOTROM Configuration tool, select the BOOTROM component
under the Components folder in the Components view, as shown in the following figure. The properties of the
BOOTROM component opens in the Component Inspector view.
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Figure 3.

BOOTROM component selected in Components view

NOTE
If the Component Inspector view is closed, you can open it by right-clicking on the BOOTROM
component in the Components view and then selecting the Inspector option from the pop-up
menu.

2. Adjust power-on reset configuration options and/or edit external memory boot configuration file content according to
your requirements. All the settings and properties of the BOOTROM component are grouped in categories.
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Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Setting POR configuration properties

Setting boot ROM data configuration properties
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1.2.3 Configure boot ROM data
This section explains how to configure the BOOTROM component external memory boot configuration or I2C boot
sequencer EEPROM data content in QCVS.
To configure the BOOTROM component external memory boot configuration or the I2C boot sequencer EEPROM data
content, follow these steps:
1. Expand Boot ROM Data Configuration to open its properties, and select the desired output configuration.

Figure 6.

Output configuration options

NOTE
You can define proper content of the data structure depending on the flash or EEPROM memory
type.

To configure external memory boot configuration for flash and SPI interfaces, you can edit Configuration Words settings
independently using the Data Structure property. The Data Structure property helps you define specific address space
initialization and data to be configured.
1. Switch to the Graphical Mode of the Component Inspector view to display the properties of the BOOTROM
component.
2. Select the Data Structure property, as shown in the following figure, to display the Data Structure dialog on the right.
3. Select the configuration command type from the drop-down box.
4. In the Address 0x text box, specify the address where you want to add the data.
5. In the Data 0x text box, specify the data that needs to be added at the specified address.
6. Click Add.
The data structure definition gets added in the text area.
7. Click Restore to restore the last saved settings.
8. Click Apply to save the settings.
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Figure 7.

Editing Data Structure property
NOTE

You can also open the Data Structure dialog by clicking the
property as shown in the following figure. The
Expert modes.

button in the Data Structure

button is available only in Basic/Advanced/

Figure 8. Opening Data Structure dialog
To configure EEPROM data for I2C boot sequencer mode:
1. Select the I2C option from the Output Configuration drop-down box.
2. Select the output format for the boot sequencer data from the Output Format property.

Figure 9.

Selecting output format of I2C EEPROM data

You can edit I2C EEPROM Data settings independently using the Data Structure property. This property helps you define
specific CCSR or ACS space address initialization and data to be configured. It also allows entering ACS data from binary
file or user-defined data in a simple text value CSV format.
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3. Switch to the Graphical Mode of the Component Inspector view to display the UI elements of the Data Structure.
4. Select the Data Structure property, as shown in the following figure, to display the Data Structure dialog.

Figure 10.

Editing Data Structure property - I2C EEPROM data

5. Select the configuration option from the drop-down box. You can use the UI elements according to the selected option.
6. In the Address offset 0x text box, specify the address offset where you want to add the data.
7. In the Data 0x text box, specify the data that needs to be added at the specified address.
8. In the File text box, specify the file from which you want to read either ACS data or any user-defined data.
9. Click Add.
The data structure definition gets added in the text area.
10. Click Restore to restore the last saved settings.
11. Click Apply to save the settings.

1.3 Generating code from BOOTROM component
During or after modifying configuration settings of the BOOTROM component, you can generate code to get output of the
component.
The code generation from the BOOTROM component is based on the properties set in the Component Inspector. The
output from the BOOTROM component is generated on user request.
The following output files can be generated by the BOOTROM tool depending on the tool configuration:
• Power-on reset configuration overview report
• External Memory Boot Configuration Data Structure file
• I2C Boot Sequencer EEPROM Data file
See BOOTROM component output file types on page 16 for more details on these file types.
Perform any of the following steps to generate code:
1.

Click the Generate Processor Expert Code icon

in the Components view, as shown in the following figure.
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Figure 11.

Generate Processor Expert Code icon

2. Right-click the ProcessorExpert.pe node in the Project Explorer view, and select the Generate Processor Expert
Code option from the context menu.
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Figure 12.

Generate Processor Expert code

3. Select the Project > Generate Processor Expert Code option from the Eclipse IDE menu bar.
The Generating Code dialog appears.
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Figure 13.

Code generation

The output file is generated and added to the Project Explorer view in the Generated_Code folder. The names of the
output files use the name of the BOOTROM component included in the QorIQ configuration project.

Figure 14.

BOOTROM-generated code files in Project Explorer

4. Double-click the .html and .txt files (in the Documentation folder of the Project Explorer) to view the Power-on Reset
Configuration Overview report in the html and text formats.
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5. Double-click the .dat file (in the Generated_Code folder) to view the External Memory Boot Configuration Data Structure
file.
6. Double-click the .h, .bin or .srec file (in the Generated_Code folder) to view the I2C EEPROM data file content.

1.4 BOOTROM component output file types
This section describes the output files generated by the BOOTROM tool.
Power-on reset (POR) target configuration overview report
This overview report is always generated, and it includes all Power-On Reset configuration details as configured within the
respective section of the UI properties. It contains description of the power-on reset configuration signals and their actual
values configured in the tool as well as the pin locations where the respective values shall be exposed during power-on reset
time.

Figure 15. POR target configuration overview report
External memory boot configuration data structure file
This data structure file is generated for output configuration of SD/MMC, SDHC, EEPROM, eSPI on NAND/NOR flash option
selected in the respective UI property.
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Figure 16. External memory data structure

Figure 17. Boot configuration data structure file example
I2C boot sequencer EEPROM data file
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This EEPROM data file, which can be used in boot sequencer mode of the I2C module, is generated for output configuration
of the I2C option selected in the respective UI property (Figure 9. Selecting output format of I2C EEPROM data on page
11).

Figure 18. EEPROM data format for one register preload
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Figure 19. EEPROM contents
The following three EEPROM data output file formats are supported by BOOTROM:
• Header Table file with an EEPROM data structure defined as an array of properly formatted data including all user-defined
configuration data as shown in Figure 10. Editing Data Structure property - I2C EEPROM data on page 12.
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Figure 20.

Header table output file example

• Binary file which is the binary form of the header file with the EEPROM data definition that can be used by external EEPROM
programmer tool.

Figure 21.

Binary output file example

• S Record, which is another form of the properly formatted EEPROM data that can be used by external EEPROM
programmer tool.

Figure 22.

S Record output file example
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